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Winter Mushroom Sessions
Educational Series Scheduled for Winter/Spring
by David C. Work
Howdy Folks! It’s that time again! Time for us to come in from
the woods for a while and gather indoors to teach each other.
(though with this weather, we could probably be out there
picking!)
Our winter sessions this year will continue at the wonderful
Marbletown Community Center in Stone Ridge, NY. I was able
to schedule a regular meeting time for all four meetings on the
3rd Thursday of the month from January to April at 7pm.
This year, two of our sessions, both by Bill Bakaitis, will be
accompanied by companion newsletter articles. The first article,
focusing on Amanita, begins on page 2.
See the Calendar on page 8 for more details
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Dec. 2ndPotluck/Meeting
Recap
By David Work
Many Many Thanks to everyone who was able to
make it to this feast and make it a real community event!
Everybody helped out and contributed their part and it felt
really nice to be there!
Starting around midday, a small group of us
gathered in the Marbletown Community Center kitchen to
get things rolling. I wanted to make sure that there were
wild mushroom dishes there, (this is a mushroom club!) so
I’d gone all out and brought mushrooms and supplies to
prepare 8-10 items for the dinner. There was peeling,
chopping, blending, breading, frying and sautéing. There
were dishes being done, and as more folks arrived, tables
and chairs set up, glasses of wine consumed and general
good conversation had.
By midafternoon, when the meeting was
supposed to take place, there weren’t enough folks there
really to have a meeting, so we just kept cooking, deciding
to have the meeting after dinner.
Dinner was delicious and varied. We had eggplant
from Marshall’s garden, chips, dips, soups, casseroles,
stuffed mushrooms, Cynthia’s homemade Pear Wine
(wonderful!), Chicken Mushroom Nuggets, Pickled baby
Honey Mushrooms, Porcini Risotto and a couple of wild
mushroom quiches I’d thrown together the night before.
There were many more things I can’t recall as well. We
also had fabulous jazz piano music from John Simon.
After dinner, the meeting started with a report by
Cynthia Fisher and we discussed some walk sites, but I
must admit, due to the power outage the night before,
spending the morning locating refrigerator space to save
the food I’d already prepared and working all day in the
kitchen, I forgot completely most of what I wanted to
cover in the meeting. So the meeting just petered out. Sorry
about that!
I had a great time, though and I think everyone
who came was glad they did!

Woops!

As I rushed to press on the last newsletter, I made a stupid mistake. I cut and pasted the
membership form from a much older newsletter, totally forgetting that we changed the membership dues last
Spring. If the folks who renewed on last newsletter’s form could send in the extra $5 that would be great! -David
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AMANITA IN THE
NORTHEAST
A Companion Article to the Upcoming
January 18 Lecture
By Bill Bakaitis
As a taxonomic concept, containing both conjunctive and
disjunctive properties, the Genus Amanita has remained
intact for about 300 years. It has stood the test of time, its
basic integrity maintained through the many challenges of
advanced research techniques, systemic, and nomenclatural
changes. By comparison many other taxonomic constructs
(e.g. Collybia, Hypholoma, Boletus) have undergone
periodic revision and swing in and out of official existence
as the battles between splitters and lumpers proceed.
What modern research does demonstrate, however, is a rich
discrimination among species within the Genus Amanita.
Whereas the great mycologists of the past,(e.g. Persoon,
Hooker, and Roze) who gave us the Genus could ponder the
differences and similarities of perhaps 30 to 50 species in
Europe, well over 100 species are recognized in America.

4. Large bulb, cleft or marshmallow,
5. Base w multiple rings,
6. Base w adhering cup,
7. Stout sacklike volva,
8. Deep volva,
9. Turnip shaped or Rooting Bulb.
These groupings are kept in a binder on small index cards
with a listing of species for each type along with additional
characteristics for the individual species.
I have described this method of field work in detail in a
more comprehensive article published elsewhere. (Winter
2006, Mushroom, The Journal of Wild Mushrooming) What
follows are some of my notes for this typology from one of
my notebooks. In an upcoming meeting of MHMA I will
illustrate the mushrooms, and provide commentary. I hope
to see you there, and, for maximal utility, when you come
bring this newsletter with you. In addition to the Amanita, I
will illustrate some look-alikes which share similarities
based upon stipe and bulb configuration.
Species descriptions are primarily from Jenkins and Tulloss.
My selection is based on those species actually reported for
this region as well as those likely to migrate here due to
Global Warming.

David Jenkins describes 128 species (plus another 30 or so
varieties) in his 1986 monograph, Amanita of North
America. Rodham Tulloss catalogues 500 to over 600
names of taxa within the Genus in his various, up dated, web
sites. (See resources below.)
Most field guides will list only a dozen or so Amanita
species, very often the same dozen: The Destroying Angels
(virosa/bisporigera), The Fly Agaric (muscaria and var
formosa), Caesar’s Mushroom
(cesaria/hemibapha/jacksonii). The Blusher (rubescens),
The Grisette (vaginata), The Death Cap (actually Death
Cup) phalloides – even though it is extremely rare, and
perhaps brunescens, citrina, cecilia and an odd lepidella or
two.
These are easily recognized forms and authors would be
remiss to not mention them. By the same token, however, it
would be a mistake for mushroom collectors to be unaware
of the rich diversity of Amanita that actually exists.
What I hope to do here is to provide a way of making
preliminary distinctions of most of the Amanita we are
likely to encounter in the Northeast based upon a few
macroscopic characteristics observed at the base of the stipe.
In my working field notebook, I discriminate among nine
stipe bases/volva types:
1. Club shaped bulb,
2. Radial margin bulb/ small ring zone,
3.Bulb w/ single collar,

Above: The Amanita muscaria var. formosa, is an
example of a base with multiple rings. Photo by David
Work

Continued page 3
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Amanita, Continued from page 2

PILEUS
RADIAL
SIZE
MARGIN

CLUB SHAPED BULB
A. RUBESCENS
stains red
A. FLAVORUBESCENS
yellowish, base stains red
A. FLAVOCONIA
yellow patches
A. PARCIVOLVATA no annulus
A. SPISSA
stout shiny gray brown
A. # 38
spissa w/ appendiculate margin (Tulloss)
A. FARINOSA
no annulus, powdery gray brown
A. WELLSII
salmon yellow patches & annulus
A. CRENULATA DEADLY brownish beige – yellow tan
A. FRANCHETTI
rich brown cap, bright yellow
bright yellow warts, annulus, volval fragments

no *
no*
no *faint
yes
no*

2-6”
2-4”
1-3”
1-3”
2-6”

yes
faint
yes
no*

1-3”
1-5”
1-4”
2-6”

* = amyloid spores
usually smooth margin
RADIAL MARGIN BULB
SMALL RING ZONE
A. GEMMATA
buff yellow, cream patches
= junquillea, russuloides, mappa
A. CRENULATA DEADLY brownish beige – yellow tan
A FROSTIANA
red orange
A. FARINOSA
powdery gray brown exannulate yes
A. CINEREOCONIA
brownish gray, usually exannulate
BULB WITH SINGLE COLLAR
A. PANTHERINA
brown, white patches
VAR MULTISQUAMOSA whitish tan, tall
= COTHURNATA
A. ALBOCREATA
exannulate, cream pale yellow
will fruit in early June
BASE W/ MULTIPLE RINGS
A. MUSCARIA
VAR MUSCARIA
VAR FORMOSA
VAR ALBA

red
orange
white

yes

1-4”

yes
yes
1-3”
no*

1-4”
1-4”

yes fine
yes

1-6”
1-6”

yes

1-3”

yes
yes
yes

2-6”
2-6”
1.5 – 6”

1-3”

2 southern species
w/rings, ring zones

VAR FLAVIVOLVATA yellow orange
VAR PERSICINA
melon/yellow

yes
yes

A. COKERI

recurved ring/scales white pyramidal warts
double edged annulus

no*

3-6”

no*
no*

2-6”
2-6”

no*

1-2”

LARGE BULB
CLEFT OR MARSHMALLOW
CLEFT:
A. BRUNNESCENS VAR BRUNNESCENS brown
VAR PALLIDA (Kreiger)
white
= AESTIVALIS (Singer)
A. LIGNOPHILA
gray brown cap & patches
brunnescens w/o marginate bulb

Continued page 4
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Amanita, Continued from page 3

MARSHMALLOW:
A. ABRUPTA
A. CITRINA
VAR LAVENDULA
A. PORPHYRIA
A. SOLANIOLENS

PILEUS
RADIAL
SIZE
MARGIN
no*
2-4”
no*
2-4”

white
yellow (potato odor)
lavender
gray-brown to purple
olive brown (potato odor)

no*
no*

1-3”
1.75”

yes

2-4.5”

yes

2-5”

no*
no*
no*

2-6”
1-3”
2-6”

no*

2.5-6”

yes

2-5.25”

yes

0.75 – 1”

BASE WITH ADHERING CUP
A. CECILIA
= inaurata
= strangulate
A. W2 (Tulloss)
A. NJ 42 (Tulloss)
A. N 12 (Tulloss)

no annulus, no basal bulb
tannish brown, chevron stipe

A SPRETA

white stem/ annulus

white cecilia
olive cecilia
orange cecilia

many
unnamed
in this series

STOUT SACKLIKE VOLVA
DESTROYING ANGELS:DEADLY
A. VIROSA
white, shaggy stalk, KOH+ (yellow stain)
A. BISPORIGERA
white, smooth stalk, KOH+ (=virosa?)
A. VERNA
white, smooth stalk, KOH 10-15 species: see Jenkins p 140-141
A. PHALLOIDES
“death cup” brassy yellow olive oct-nov
A. HEMIBAPHA
red-orange. yellow annulus, white volva
= caesaria, umbonata, jacksonii
A. # 16 (Tulloss) orange brown caesaria
A. VIRGINIANA
grayish, whitish margin, white annulus
Very small, in grass, perhaps non mycorrhizal

At left: Amanita jacksonii is a
good example of the stout
sacklike volva.
At right, Amanita abrupta
exemplifies the marshmallowshaped base
photos by D. Work

Continued page 5
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Amanita, Continued from page 4

DEEP VOLVA
W/O ANNULUS:
A. VAGINATA
VAR ALBA
VAR LIVIDA
A. FULVA
A. SINICOFLAVA
A. #44 (Tulloss)
A, VOLVATA
A. PECKIANA

PILEUS
RADIAL
SIZE
MARGIN
gray, white cup
white
brown
tawny red brown, white cup
yellow-ochre, gray cup
deep brown vaginata
whitish floccose cap, brownish disc
pinkish tints on cap/in volva, appendiculate

W/ ANNULUS:
A. VOLVATA
occasionally to rarely annulate
A. SPRETA
grayish adhering white volva
A. VIROSA COMPLEX
TURNIP SHAPED OR ROOTING BULB
LARGE BULB
SQUAMINATA UMBONATA ochre-buff scaly cap,stem
Not an amanita attached gills
A. DAUCIPES
salmon pink cap/bulb, toothed bulb,
meaty odor
A. COKERI
shiny white, pyramidal warts,
recurved scales, thick edged annulus
MODERATE SUBRADICATING BULB:
A. ATKINSONIANA whitish brown cap, red-brown-gray warts
thin, hanging annulus,
A. PELIOMA
olive tints, ‘café au lait’ gills/spores
Bulb stains blue-green
A. SPISSA =excelsa
brown-gray cap stem warts, stout stem
A. #38
appendiculate spissa (Tulloss)
A. N8
radicating gemmata (Tulloss)
ROOTING BULB:
A. RHOPALOPUS
white densly floccose, deeply rooting
A. LONGIPES g
ray brown disc, densely floccose,
dog-leg stipe, deeply rooting
A. ONUSTA
dingy white, brown-gray warts
A. CINERECONIA
dingy white, brown-gray powder,
usually exannulate
A. CINEREOPANNOSA pale gray, gray patches cap, stem, bulb
bulb may split, meaty odor
cl = chlorine odor +, present, - absent or weak

yes

2-4”

yes
yes

2-4”
2-3”

no*
no*

2-4”
2-4”

no*
yes
no*

2-4”
2-5”
2-6”

1.25-2.5”
no*

2.5-8”

no*

3-6”

slight* cl-

2.5-5”

no*

2-3”

cl+

no*

2-6”

no*

cl+

2-7”

no*
no*

cl+
cl+

1-4”
1-3”

no*

3-8”

* = amyloid spores
usually
smooth margin

___________________________________________________________________________________

The Genus Amanita: in print.
Amanita Pers., Tent. Disp. Meth. Fung.: 65. 14 Oct - 31 Dec 1797.
Typus: A. muscaria (L. : Fr.) Pers. (Agaricus muscarius L. : Fr.).
Amanita Persoon ex Hooker
Flora Scotland 2: 19. 1821.

Amanitopsis Roze in Bull. Soc. Bot. France 23: 50, 51. 1876 (post
11 Feb).
Typus: A. vaginata (Bull. : Fr.) Roze (Agaricus vaginatus Bull. :
Fr.).
Gilbert, E.J. (1940) - Amanitaceae 1. In Bresadola, Iconographia
mycologica 27(1): 1-200.

Continued page 6
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Bas, C. (1969) - Morphology and subdivision of Amanita and a
monograph of its section Lepidella. Persoonia 5: 285-597.

http://www.speciesfungorum.org/Names/names.asp?strGenus=Am
anita

David T. Jenkins; Amanita of North America; 1986 Mad River
Press. This is the most recent monograph in print of which I am
aware. User friendly, authoritative, keys and descriptions.

Michael Kuo Mushroom Expert:
http://www.mushroomexpert.com/amanita.html (key to 38 species)
Illustrates volva types in 8 categories, extensive Bibliography. A
user friendly site.

The Genus Amanita on the web:
Google “Amanita” : 1,480,000 links, many unrelated to Fungi
Rod Tulloss:
http://pluto.njcc.com/~ret/amanita/mainaman.html (539 Names of
taxa) The definitive web source by the leading Amanita scholar in
America. Rich, interactive.
Dmoz Open Directory of the Web (sect Amanita maintained by
Rod Tulloss)
http://dmoz.org/Science/Biology/Flora_and_Fauna/Fungi/Basidiom
ycota/Amanitaceae/Amanita/ (609 names of taxa) Rich interactive
Index Fungorum: the systematic literature record of all recorded
species, name, where/when found, by whom, first published,
nomenclatureal changes, synonyms, etc. @2,000 records are here.

Illinois Mycological Association:
http://www.ilmyco.gen.chicago.il.us/Taxa/AmaniGenus5.html
Features an interactive Key to Sections, Subsections, species of the
Genus. User friendly and an indication of what amateurs and a
Mycological Club can do.
Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Amanita (35 names of
taxa) not very useful but often referred to.
A good essay on the modern development of the Genus by one of
the world’s authorities C. Bas, A broader view on Amanita, can be
found here:
http://www.mtsn.tn.it/bresadola/bgmb/bgmb_2000_2_bas.asp
Consider the concept of concept:
http://www.noteaccess.com/MODES/Conceptualization.htm



MID HUDSON MYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION MEMBERSHIP/RELEASE FORM
Dues (Please circle one) Family: $20

Individual: $15

Full time student: $10

Name(s)
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address __________________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________
e-mail (important!) _________________________________________________________________________________
Phone _________________________________________________________
RELEASE
I (We) realize that when engaged in wild mushroom activities, that serious physical injury and personal property damage may
accidentally occur. I (We) further realize that there is always the possibility of having an allergic reaction to or being poisoned
by the eating of wild mushrooms and that these adverse reactions to eating wild mushrooms range from mild indigestion to
fatal illness. Knowing the risks, I (we) agree to assume the risks, and agree to release, hold harmless and to indemnify the
Mid-Hudson Mycological Association, and any officer or member thereof, from any and all legal responsibility for injuries or
accidents incurred by myself or my family during or as a result of any mushroom identification, field trip, excursion, meeting
or dining, sponsored by the club.
Signature:__________________________ Date:____________ Signature:____________________________ Date:____________
Please send your completed application, signed and dated, with your check to “MHMA” to:
Cynthia Fisher, MHMA Treasurer, 203 Lily Lake Road, Highland, NY 12528
As a member of MHMA you are entitled to Discounted Membership with the North American Mycological Association. If you are
interested in joining or renewing NAMA membership through MHMA, please include an additional check for $32 per person
made out to “NAMA” and include it in the envelope with this form and we will forward your NAMA renewal.
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The

Wild Epicure
David Work

At the feast on December 2nd, quite a number of folks
asked me for recipes for the mushrooms dishes I
prepared for the event, so I wanted to share one of
them here…more to appear in upcoming issues

Sweet Potato and Pear Soup with Chanterelles
This soup is so simple as to be laughable… It is also
very versatile. You can make it with or without
cream, serve it cold or hot, or change the spicing to
give it a twist
Ingredients:
2 Large sweet potatoes, peeled and sliced ¼”
2 medium yellow onions, diced

Procedure:
Place the sweet potatoes in a soup pot and cover
them with cold water with a pinch of salt and
cinnamon stick over high heat until boiling then
reduce to a simmer. They should soften up fairly
quickly if they are sliced thinly.
Meanwhile, in a skillet sweat the onions in 1 T of the
oil or butter over a medium heat until soft and
translucent, not allowing to brown. Add the pears and
a few glugs of the wine and allow the pears to steam
and soften in the wine, not allowing them to become
too mushy.
If the wine looks in danger of boiling away
completely, add some water to the pan until the
pears are soft.
When the Sweet Potatoes are soft but not quite
breaking apart, add the contents of the pear/onion
pan to the potato pot. Allow the pot to continue
simmering for another 5 minutes to marry the flavors.
Remove the cinnamon stick.

1 cinnamon stick (optional)
4-5 medium pears, ripe, peeled and sliced
Medium dry white wine or Pear Wine ☺
White Vermouth
Water
Cream, optional
2 tablespoons butter or pomace olive oil
(extra virgin is too flavorful)
2 cups fresh or 1 ½ cups cooked then frozen
Chanterelles (I don’t like to use dried ones
because they have a sour aftertaste to
my palate once hydrated and the texture
isn’t as luscious as I would like.)
Blender
Chinois or Bouillon Strainer (very fine strainer or a
normal strainer lined with cheesecloth.)

It’s time to puree the soup in the blender. When
filling the blender with something hot, it’s important
not to fill it past half-way, or you may end up wearing
a mess of hot stuff. Fill the blender container almost
halfway with solids from the soup pot then top with
the liquid by a half inch. Put the top on the blender
cover the top with a towel and puree until smooth.
Transfer the puree to the fine strainer and press it
through with a ladle into another pot. Ideally there
will be nearly nothing left in the strainer when you
are done. Repeat the blender process until all of the
solids from the soup pot have been pureed and
strained. Reserve any remaining liquid.
In another skillet, heat the remaining butter or oil
over medium heat and add the chanterelles and toss
them around allowing them to brown slightly and
allow the aromas to bloom. Add a few tablespoons of
water to the pan, allowing the mushrooms to fully
cook in the steam. Allow the water to simmer away
and turn off the heat. Drizzle the chanterelles with a
few drops of the vermouth, a twist of black pepper
and toss in the fines herbes.

Chopped fines herbes (Equal amounts chive,
Tarragon and chervil) (optional)

Reheat the soup again to a simmer, allowing the
starches from the potatoes to give the puree a silky
smoothness. You can add cream to the soup now if
you wish.

Freshly toasted peppercorns (I like to toast them in
the oven until just smoking. It brings the aromas out.
Then I put them in a peppermill for use.

When serving portions into bowls, add a spoonful or
two of the chanterelles.
Variations on this soup could include fresh ginger,
fresh toasted coriander, star anise or substitution of
coconut milk for the cream. If making a cold
preparation of this soup, use oil, not butter.
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Mushroom of the Moment
Fistulina hepatica – Beefsteak Polypore

2006 was evidently a pretty good year for the Beefsteak Polypore
as quite a number of folks who rarely see it reported finding it
this year. From a distance it could be confused with Ganonderma tsugae
until the observer recognizes that it’s growing on the wrong sort of tree!

Living up to its name, the Beefsteak Polypore, also known
as Ox Tongue looks a great deal like its namesakes.
Growing often 10-14 inches in width or larger. Appearing
meat like and somewhat gelatinous, once the cuticle is
removed, the flesh of this fungus is juicy with red streaks
very reminiscent of fresh beef. The fruiting body of this
fungus can appear on the dead or dying trunks or stumps
of oak trees, appearing sometimes high up in the tree or at
the base. This polypore’s tubes are configured separately
(not attached to each other) thus the name Fistulina, which
means “little pipes.” Hepatica refers to its similarity to liver.
One of the few mushrooms that is considered edible when
raw (at least when young) its deep red flesh is tart when
raw and is said to be delicious in salads. A recipe for a beet
salad with Beefsteak Polypore is available in Antonio
Carluccio’s The Complete Mushroom published by
Rizzoli

Winter Mushroom Events
Thurs. Jan. 18th 7pm, Marbletown Community Center, Bill Bakaitis presents Amanita of the Northeast, a slide
lecture focusing on the identification of Amanita by macroscopic stipe and basal features. Bring the Amanita article in
this newsletter to the lecture
Sat. Feb. 10th 1-3:30pm, Agro Forestry Center, 6055 Route 23, Acra, NY 12405, under the auspices of the ARC,
John Boyle will present a talk and digital slide show entitled Mushrooms through the Seasons. According to John, the
ARC will probably charge $10 for this event.
Thurs. Feb. 15th 7pm, Marbletown Community Center, Bill Bakaitis presents a slide lecture on the Boletes of our
area. More info available and companion article in the next upcoming newsletter.
Thurs. March 15th 7pm, Marbletown Community Center, Event is TBA
Thurs. April 19th 7pm, Marbletown Community Center, Club Meeting and TBA Presentation…Possible Morels?
MID HUDSON MYCOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION
140 Smith Lane
Accord, NY 12404

Perishible Mushroom Related Information Enclosed
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